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connection.allegro con fuoco finale.
Schumann’s “Fantasy Pieces", a The quiet nocturnes 1 and 3 (opus 

It was with great anticipation, collection of 8 short vignettes, 9) of Chopin reintroduce romantic 
Sunday November 4, that a packed formed the first of twoprogramatic material. Chopin’s Scherzo opus 

• audience awaited the relatively new works. Mr. Parker was able to 39 ended the program.
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The disk opens with Vox Pnpulil’s. Sunshine Bov. Ah the bands have I performed the first of two concerts audacious skipping waltz of Chopins musical idiom. The 
spoken intro’s to their songs, some being better than the actual I m ^ unb/stU Creative Arts “Whims" the second work. pianist’s skill shone m this piece
composition. This intro in particular.. .detecation noises. Ward. I Memorial Hall “Scenes from a Jade Terrace", is a with its liberal peppering of

"and dirf,cul1 oc“vc

I Havft » Dream. Driving intro.. .these guitars I like. You 1 ranariian work. only was it commissioned by and audience: in North-Amenca, as
should too. Or you die. “G ‘right...” as choral “Residents” type music I Bethoven’s Sonata no. 18 (opus dedicated to him, but it also is Parker dubbed the ones in at- 
backs a narrative of insane, echoing good-stuff.. .Short I -jj no 3) was first on the agf»^ reminiscent of Parker’s oriental tendance, he played an appro-
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slow gii^andfi slide of noise on noise towards complete biocollapse. I interrupted by powerful chords. An the effect “of a thousand blossoms . Parker was rhythm, as shown by 
Sirens, samples, glass, hell, climax! All gone.. .5 of 10. I imperial minuet forms the third The glissaido and pizzicato effects his great performance. Who could
Ah! a bad, woman be top 40 metal band! Yark! Blah, . ^hh, this b a I movementcontrastedby thecatch- on the piano strings and the ask for anything more?l“- ”, the pentatonic scales also sapport this

party.. .Total noise reminiscent of Lustmood* s, Pare, opens Everything s 
for us. And then can protect of Illusion of Safety. Thick slop bass 
drums, vocals from Dis-tortion and more lrinky sex-toys made up the 

[rest 7 of 10 ‘cause it’s too short
Hello Mr. Rand Grief! You say you’ve got becoming Animals Part 3- 
Doehave! Wow, gee can I hear it huh, huh?? Ooh! This is scary! It’s 
supposed to be? Okay. What are those meaning things? Oh.. .Yuck!.
. .That’s grass! I love it!!! Bye!
eirippinp « few rails to Idiots fexcernt). This guy, John Trubee, gets
right gmned, calls the operator, and acts like a complete asshole to the
poor lady on the line. Sick. Funny, but twisted. Aren’t we aU? You

I should be. I at Memorial Hall, UNB, on
I Finally, Soviet-France (sigh!) and the ten-minute epic, VOKC PoM I Sunday,November 11,at 8:00p.m. __ „ .
I identification. "This is a journey in language. From the dawn of tune, I , . • Debut Atlantic tour of Orchestra in Ottawa and works
I man has needed to express his beliefs and fears.. .his very existence. I . Tickets are $10 for with the chamber orchestra 
..” Samples, samples, and lots more make this auval experience a ^gitm. « 53 ^ strings." Winner of the

I fascinating, sometimes funny,but definitely incredibly well done. This I adul , $ 1985 “Debut" competition inkaïssesu-... sswsm'
Glinka’s Trio Pathétique in D member of the Facukyof Musica 

; minor, and Howard Cable’s the University of Alberta. He has 
“Fantasia on Newfoundland Folk won many competitions, including 
Songs” the Montreal Symphony
Ross Edwanb has been principal Competition a"d ^ 
clarinetist with the National Arts Competition, ms teachers have 
Centre Orchestra and Orchestra included Leon Heisher at the
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